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can serve as a basis for future developments and replace
individual savings by collective saving,
 (7)	Co-operation is a democratic form of organisa-
tion resting on collective management, and can therefore
serve as a basis for a system of society whose economic
and political activities are covered by one and the same
organisational hierarchy.
 (8)	Co-operation, as a democratic method of organisa-
tion, has the great advantage, that it represents one of
the simplest forms of economic self-government, and can
replace simultaneously private and State enterprises.
 (9)	Co-operation   represents   a   system   of  vertical
organisation where all grades of the system are links in
one chain. The local unit of co-operation is the cheapest
and most efficient of any system of finance and credit.
IX. next steps
But if co-operative principles can serve as the founda-
tion of a new economic system, co-operative organisation
is yet too limited to be able to form the bridge to this
new system, and possibly too weak even to sustain the
shocks of a transition period to some other system. It
must therefore rally its forces and rebuild considerably
its organisations. It must pay much more attention to
concentration and integration of its activities, especially
in the field of finance. The process of concentration,
which is the main feature of modern economy, has made
very little progress in co-operative financial organisation.
The movement is ^becoming aware of the importance of
centralisation of co-operative credit organisation, and the
last International Congress took important decisions in
this direction.
National and international integration of the co-opera-
tive financial structure is essential if the existing position
is to be rectified, so that the surplus of one co-operative
body can be passed over to another in need, and each
co-operative body can then collect the maximum funds
from its own members, realising that if it does not use

